Online MDP Program - Series X
Learn about the financial markets & get certified by NSE Academy
Opportunity to upgrade your trading & investment skills from the experts of NSE Academy (A wholly owned subsidiary of National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.)

NSE Academy launches Online Management Development Programs on:

1. MDP Program on Intraday Trading
2. MDP Program on Future & Options
3. MDP Program on Technical Analysis
4. MDP Program on Fundamental Analysis & Value Investing
5. MDP Program on Mutual Fund & Foreign Fund Investing

Distinguishing Features:

- Learn from the market experts live & online
- Course Access through Mobile, Desktop, Laptop with Internet Connection
- Real Time Live Online Classes
- Class recordings available for repeat view for limited period*
- Get certified by NSE Academy
- Practice what you learn with subscription to NSE SMART - Trading Simulator
- 1 year complimentary subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub - Artificial Intelligence (AI) based platform
- Upgrade your trading & investment skills & get certified during the pandemic
MDP Program on Intraday Trading

Programme Content:
• Introduction to day trading
• How to build a solid foundation for intraday trading
• Scanning the Market intraday
• Price Action Theory
• How to use intraday support and resistance
• How to trade chart patterns that works well for intraday trading
• How to identify market directions & trend
• Intraday Volume Profile & Ol Analysis
• Trading Gaps Momentum Trades
• Breakout Trades
• Reversal Trades
• Risk management during intraday trading
• Live Market classes

Duration of the program: 15 Hours (6 days @ 2.5 hours)
Dates of Program: 26 Feb, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 March 2021
Timing of Program: 10:00 AM - 12:30 PM
Fees: Rs. 3000 + GST (Rs. 3,540/- inclusive of GST)

Limited period offers:
  1- year subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub worth Rs. 999 complimentary*
  3- months subscription to NSE SMART - Trading Simulator worth Rs. 500 complimentary**
FUTURE & OPTIONS

Programme Content:

- Introduction to Futures trading
- Introduction to Options trading
- Option Terminologies
- Trading Basics
- Trading Strategies for Stock Futures
- Nifty and Bank Nifty Trading Strategies
- Finding Support & Resistance Level using Options
- Option Chain Analysis
- Call & Put writing - what it tells you?
- Option Trading Strategies
- How to prepare yourself for trading & Money Management

Duration of the program: 15 Hours (6 days @ 2.5 hours)
Dates of Program: 27 Feb, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11 March 2021
Timing of Program: 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM
Fees: Rs. 3000 + GST (Rs. 3,540/- inclusive of GST)

Limited period offers:

  1- year subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub worth Rs. 999 complimentary*
  3- months subscription to NSE SMART - Trading Simulator worth Rs. 500 complimentary**
MDP Program on Technical Analysis

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Programme Content:

• Introduction to Technical Analysis
• Philosophy of Technical Analysis - how Technical Analysis work
• The Brilliance of Dow Theory
• How to identify Support & Resistance
• Classical Price patterns
• Japanese Candlestick Patterns - how to use in trading
• Technical Indicators - Trend
• Technical Indicators Continued - Momentum & Volatility
• Swing Trading Strategy
• How to prepare yourself for trading & Money Management

Duration of the program: 15 Hours (6 days @ 2.5 hours)

Dates of Program: 26 Feb, 1, 3, 5, 8 & 10 March 2021

Timing of Program: 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM

Fees: Rs. 3000 + GST (Rs. 3,540/- inclusive of GST)

Limited period offers:

1- year subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub worth Rs. 999 complimentary*
3- months subscription to NSE SMART - Trading Simulator worth Rs. 500 complimentary**
FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS & VALUE INVESTING

Programme Content:

- Introduction to Fundamental Analysis
- Definition, Scope & Uses of Fundamental Analysis
- Understanding Macro Parameter and its impact on Business trajectory
- Impact of Monetary and Fiscal measures
- Reading Financial Statement - Balance Sheet, P & L Account, Cash Flow Statement etc.
- Understanding Ratio/ Margins and its interpretation
- Coverage/ Leverage/Liquidity/Profitability Ratio and its utility
- Gross Profit/ Operating Profit/ EBIT / PAT Margin – for Efficiency testing
- Learning Relative Valuation concept and interpretation
- Analysis of Turnaround Company and Business evaluation
- Time Series and Cross Sectional Analysis of Data
- Discussion on Value investing strategies of Warren Buffet, Benjamin Graham, Peter Lynch etc
- Real life case studies of different companies

Duration of the program: 15 Hours (6 days @ 2.5 hours)

Dates of Program: 26 Feb, 1, 3, 5, 8 & 10 March 2021

Timing of Program: 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM

Fees: Rs. 3000 + GST (Rs. 3,540/- inclusive of GST)

Limited period offers:

1- year subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub worth Rs. 999 complimentary*
3- months subscription to NSE SMART - Trading Simulator worth Rs. 500 complimentary**
MUTUAL FUND & FOREIGN FUND INVESTING

Programme Content:

• The Basics of Mutual Fund
• Styles & Strategies in Mutual Fund Investing
• Understanding, Overview & Assessment of existing Mutual Fund Schemes
• Mutual Funds as perfect financial planning tool
• How to achieve Financial Goals using – Systematic Investment Plan (SIP), Systematic Withdrawal Plan (SWP), Systematic Transfer Plan (STP)
• Analyzing different Asset classes
• Investment Planning for different Asset classes
• Tenets, Process & Preparation of comprehensive Financial Plan
• Overview of Mutual Fund investing in Domestic & Foreign Markets
• How to invest in Foreign Markets
• Detailed analysis of Foreign Funds
• Different types of funds investing in Foreign Markets
• How to Construct a Comprehensive Portfolio

Duration of the program: 15 Hours (6 days @ 2.5 hours)

Dates of Program: 27 Feb, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11 March 2021

Timing of Program: 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM

Fees: Rs. 3000 + GST (Rs. 3,540/- inclusive of GST)

Limited period offers:

1- year subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub worth Rs. 999 complimentary*
3- months subscription to NSE SMART - Trading Simulator worth Rs. 500 complimentary**
**Certification**

Every participant will receive Participation Certification from NSE Academy on successful completion of the Program.

**Who should register?**

- Investors
- Traders
- Sub-brokers/ Dealers
- Working executives
- Any person who is interested in the above topics

**Registration & Fee Payment:**

**For Registration Contact:**

Diptendra Roy Chowdhury | M: 8336943747
Avik Gupta | M: 9903878972
Subhajit | M: 7890831346

Please send an email to dchowdhury@nse.co.in mentioning the below details:

a) Name:

b) Mobile:

c) E-mail ID:

d) Full Address with State & Pin Code:

e) Course Topic:

f) Payment Method (Paytm/ NEFT/ Google Pay/ UPI):

g) Transaction id:
Fees Payment:

1. Paytm Scan to Pay:
   Candidate can scan the following QR Code

   ![QR Code](image)

   Click to Pay: [http://m.p-y.tm/nseacademykolkata](http://m.p-y.tm/nseacademykolkata)

   (Note: Your Institute Area should be Kolkata - NSE OFFICE)
   (Under Select Fee Details head - Select - Program Name)
   *(In remarks please specify the name of the candidate)*

2. Fees can be paid via NEFT/IMPS. Bank Details are as follows:

   BANK NAME : HDFC Bank Limited
   A/C No. : 00140340006763
   IFSC CODE : HDFC0000014
   BRANCH : Sarat Bose Road, Central Plaza
   A/C TYPE : CURRENT A/C
   BENEFICIARY NAME : NSE Academy Limited

   *(In remarks please specify the name of the candidate)*

Refund policy:

Registration Fees paid by the candidate shall not be refunded under any circumstances after the class(es) for the online MDP/Certificate Programme(s) has commenced.

In case the registered candidate wishes to cancel the registration for the MDP/Certificate Programme(s), the candidate shall intimate NSE Academy via a written request/Email request minimum 2 working days prior to the commencement of the online MDP/Certificate Programme(s). Once approved the candidate will be refunded 90% of the total course fees paid for the respective MDP/Certificate Programme(s).

*Class recording will be available for 24 hours after completion of the class in non-downloadable formate.

**NSE Academy reserves the right to change or modify the class date/ time due to certain exigencies.
NSE Knowledge Hub has machine learning and artificial intelligence capabilities which creates a unified, relevant & engaging experience for building skills & capabilities in finance.

The key features of NSE Knowledge Hub are:
• AI enabled
• Across all sub domains of Finance
• World resources
• Curated content
• Learning at one’s own pace
• Accessible anywhere, any time
• Knowledge imparted by industry- experts
• Content suited for beginner to expert level users

This AI first learning eco system is available on both mobile and the web platforms.

(1-year subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub worth Rs. 999 complimentary*)

NSE Academy Limited
1st Floor, Park view Apartments, 99, Rash Behari Avenue, Kolkata - 700029